
WRITING CLOUD 4 - REFLECTIONS OF YOU 

 
Gathering material  
Here you can freewrite or mindmap to get your ideas bubbling 
away by using these prompts.  Just get as many thoughts, ideas 
and associations together as you can in any way you like, do use 
coloured pens to stimulate your brain as you jot down these ideas. 
 
How do you feel about mirrors?  What do you use mirrors for?  
Where do you find mirrors?  Hall of mirrors, wing mirrors, make-
up bag mirrors, changing room mirrors, in public toilets, in 
dressing rooms for stars.    
 
What does your choice of mirror say about you?  Do you like 
antique mirrors, modern mirrors, small, large, magnifying.  What 
do the mirrors in your house do?  What do they reflect? 
 
 

 
How do people feel when they look in the mirror, do they 
recognise themselves?  Think of Wilde’s Dorian Gray seeing 
himself young and handsome in the mirror while his portrait 
ages horribly and corruptly in the attic and, of course, Narcissus 
fell in love with his reflection with dire consequences.  What if 
your mirror image starts to behave independently? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What other surfaces reflect?  Puddles, rivers, calm 
lakes, shiny metal surfaces like car bodies, 
windows, glass doors, the sides of skyscrapers, 
beautiful wineglasses, sunglasses, the shiny 
surface of your mobile phone... 
 
It is said that Francis Bacon’s paintings are 
distorted in their perspective because he saw the 
world through the bottom of a glass… 
 
Sometimes what you see in a shiny surface or a 

mirror is a good plot device.  You see something happening that you shouldn’t or there’s a warning, 
someone is coming up behind you…  You can use your mirror or a piece of glass to signal or to light a fire, 
or as a weapon… 
 
As you go along, as well as jotting down ideas (freewriting or mindmapping) you could also make wordlists 
– these could be places where you find reflections, what the surface is like (smeary, opaque, transparent) 
and so on – these could be useful later on. 



 
They say everyone has a double or doppelganger and Hitchcock used this to great effect in his films.  Many 
of his heroes seem to have a non-heroic counterpart and this counterpart often fulfils the wishes of the 
“good” man/woman, although they are never completely innocent...  So in Strangers on a Train, based on 
Patricia Highsmith’s thriller, Guy Haines (Farley Granger) wants a divorce from his trampy wife so he can 
marry a senator’s daughter.  Creepy Bruno Anthony (Robert Walker) tracks Haines down and, on a train 
journey, engages him in conversation and asks him to swap murders.  He will murder Haines’ wife if Haines 
will murder Anthony’s father.  This is wish fulfilment come horribly to life.  Notice that your double doesn’t 
need to be identical…  In Vertigo Kim Novak plays two roles – Judy and Madeleine – to trick James Stewart 
as her lover carries out a plan to murder his wife. 
 
In Dead of Night, Cavalcanti’s 1940s Ealing film, a woman buys her fiancé a mirror as an engagement 
present, but the mirror has seen a murder in the past and the fiancé becomes more and more drawn into 
this past world…  And let’s not forget Roger Moore in The Man Who Haunted Himself. 
Mirrors can be portals, think of Alice in “Through the Looking Glass”. 
 
The Bible tells us that God created man in his own image – a fascinating idea, which, whatever your beliefs, 
you can tease out to the maximum in terms of doubles and reflections. 
 

  



Ideas generation – article 
Have a look at this article and jot down three ideas for a poem or short story suggested by the content of 
the article.  If you have a story idea use the plot-line below to shape it a little.  Where should it start?  Not 
too far back so you have a lot of pre-amble but maybe in the middle of the action.  What genre will it be?  
Horror?  Thriller? Romance?  The plot-line is also useful if you are going to write a narrative poem.  
Remember the ending can be open or closed. 

   
 

A Time for Reflection: The Meaning of Mirrors in Folklore and Superstition  - adapted from an 

article by Josh Sanofsky 
http://weekinweird.com/2012/08/27/time-reflection-mirrors-folklore-superstition/ 

Since mankind first saw its own reflection, we have been fascinated by surfaces that cast our image back 
to us. Possibly because of that fascination, there is an incredibly wide variety of superstitions, myths and 
urban legends surrounding mirrors specifically and reflective bodies in general. 

Everyone has heard, for example, that breaking a mirror will bring seven years of bad luck. This 
superstition dates back to the Romans, who believed that life renewed itself every seven years, and that 
breaking a mirror would thus cause damage to the soul it was reflecting at the time for that duration. 

That’s the bad news. The good news is that there are a number of folk remedies for relieving the seven 
years of bad luck. Early American slaves believed that the bad luck could be washed away by immersing 
the pieces of the broken mirror in south-flowing water for seven hours. Another tale says that the seven 
years of bad luck may be kept from taking effect by grinding the shards of the mirror into a fine powder 
so that they no longer reflect any images at all. Still another says that putting the broken pieces in a bag 
and burying it will accomplish the same thing. 

Mirrors were often used in magical and psychic rituals for scrying – remotely viewing another person or 
place – and communicating. They could also be used in magical rituals of divination – fortune telling and 
reading of the future. This was known as catoptromancy or enoptromancy, and was described in an 
ancient Greek text as being performed by lowering a mirror on a thread until its lower edge touched the 
surface of a basin of water. The person performing the ritual would then pray to the appropriate god or 
goddess before gazing into the reflections created by the combination of water and mirror. 

Along those same lines, some ancient cultures believe that mirrors reflected the ‘shadow soul,’ and could 
show the true nature of the person being reflected. This may have contributed to the legends about 
vampires and demons having no reflections, since they are said to have no souls to reflect. The absence of 
a reflection thus reveals their true nature. 

In the Jewish religion, it is important to cover all mirrors in a house where someone has died while the 
family is sitting Shivah (the seven-day mourning period). It is said that if the mirrors aren’t covered, the 
spirit of the deceased may become trapped in one and not be able to move on to the afterlife. 

Some cultures took this further, insisting that mirrors should be covered at night and when people in the 
house are sleeping, to make sure that a dreamer’s wandering soul doesn’t get trapped in one. In Serbo-



Croatian culture, a mirror was sometimes buried with the dead, both to prevent the spirit from wandering 
and to keep evil men from rising. 

•    If a new couple first catch sight of each other in a mirror, they will have a happy marriage. 
•    To see an image of her future husband, a girl was told to eat an apple while sitting in front of a mirror, 
then brush her hair. While doing so, an image of the man would appear behind her shoulder. 
•    If you feel sorrowful or troubled while home alone, with no one to talk to and no apparent way to 
control your depression, stand before a mirror and gaze into your eyes. Your anxiety should disappear. 
•    Ancient Chinese believed that mirrors frightened away evil spirits who were scared by their own 
appearance. If the mirror was broken, the protection was lost. 

Needless to say, there are a vastly larger number of negative superstitions related to mirrors, including 
such things as: 

•    If a mirror falls and breaks by itself, someone in the house will soon die. 
•    Someone seeing their reflection in a room where someone has recently died, will soon die themselves. 
•    Actors believe that it is bad luck to see their reflection while looking over the shoulder of another 
person. 
•    Ideally, no mirror should be hung so low that it “cuts off” the tallest household member’s head (doing 
so may cause headaches). 

POETRY 

Look at this wonderful Charles Simic poem.  It start right in the middle of an idea and uses the second 
person to immediately engage the reader.  It’s enigmatic and thought-provoking. 

Mirrors at 4 a.m.  
You must come to them sideways 
In rooms webbed in shadow, 
Sneak a view of their emptiness 
Without them catching 
A glimpse of you in return. 
  
The secret is, 
Even the empty bed is a burden to them, 
A pretense. 
They are more themselves keeping 

The company of a blank wall, 
The company of time and eternity 
  
Which, begging your pardon, 
Cast no image 
As they admire themselves in the mirror, 
While you stand to the side 
Pulling a hanky out 
To wipe your brow surreptitiously. 
 
The idea that mirrors have a life when we are not in the room and when they are not reflecting us is a really 
strong idea. 
  



 
 
In the poem below Roxroth uses the idea of reflected surfaces to take us into a magical natural world. 
 

Doubled Mirrors – Kenneth Roxroth 
 
It is the dark of the moon. 
Late at night, the end of summer, 
The autumn constellations 
Glow in the arid heaven. 
The air smells of cattle, hay, 
And dust. In the old orchard 
The pears are ripe. The trees 
Have sprouted from old rootstocks 
And the fruit is inedible. 
As I pass them I hear something 
Rustling and grunting and turn 
My light into the branches. 
Two raccoons with acrid pear 
Juice and saliva drooling 
From their mouths stare back at me, 
Their eyes deep sponges of light. 
They know me and do not run 
Away. Coming up the road 
Through the black oak shadows, I 
See ahead of me, glinting 
Everywhere from the dusty 
Gravel, tiny points of cold 
Blue light, like the sparkle of 
Iron snow. I suspect what it is, 
And kneel to see. Under each 
Pebble and oak leaf is a 
Spider, her eyes shining at 
Me with my reflected light 
Across immeasurable distance. 
 

 



 
In Plath’s poem below, she gives the mirror a voice to startling effect. 

 

Mirror – Sylvia Plath 
 
I am silver and exact. I have no preconceptions. 
Whatever I see I swallow immediately 
Just as it is, unmisted by love or dislike. 
I am not cruel, only truthful ‚ 
The eye of a little god, four-cornered. 
Most of the time I meditate on the opposite wall. 
It is pink, with speckles. I have looked at it so long 
I think it is part of my heart. But it flickers. 
Faces and darkness separate us over and over. 
 
Now I am a lake. A woman bends over me, 
Searching my reaches for what she really is. 
Then she turns to those liars, the candles or the moon. 
I see her back, and reflect it faithfully. 
She rewards me with tears and an agitation of hands. 
I am important to her. She comes and goes. 

        Each morning it is her face that replaces the darkness. 
       In me she has drowned a young girl, and in me an old woman 
       Rises toward her day after day, like a terrible fish. 
 

Suggestions for possible poems: 
 Look at the way Plath and Simic use the mirror’s point of view.  Could you do this using the 

theme of a broken mirror? 

 Look at the way Roxroth uses reflection to evoke the natural world – could you use this idea to 
create a nature poem?  Your technical challenge is to write this in the form of a ghazal (see pages 
9 and 10) in order to differentiate this from Roxroth’s format.  This is entirely optional and you 
don’t have to use all nine ghazal criteria, but it can be very rewarding to follow constraints in 
your writing and push yourself out of your comfort zone. 

 Write a poem which centres around a skyscraper and what it reflects. 

 See whether the fairytale theme below in the fiction section appeals – could you write a poem 
centring around the Queen’s mirror in Snow White or the sisters’ mirror in Cinderella? 

 Could you write a horror poem which centres around a vampire’s lack of reflection? 
 
In all the above, make sure that you don’t try to do too much – take one or two ideas and really 
tease them out and explore them.  Be as specific as you can, poetry works better if it’s not over-
general. 
 

    



    

FICTION 

See whether the tasks below get your creative juices flowing for one or two pieces of flash fiction (around 
500) or a short story (up to 2,000 words). 
 

Beginnings 
You may already have an idea for a short story, but if not continue each of these beginnings for a couple of 
paragraphs.  Which one most appeals? Choose one and carry on! 

 “What were you doing in The Anchor last night?  Marina said you looked like you were having a 
great time.”  Jake looked at Shirley in confusion.  Last night?  Last night he’d been on his boat night 
fishing in blissful solitude, trying to forget what had happened the previous week. 

 She looked into the mirror.  There it was again, that suggestion of movement in the corner of the 
room. 

 The skyscraper towered above them.  The fourteenth panel, Idowaller had said.  They clipped on 
their harnesses and wished each other luck. 

 I suppose everything that happened started way back in May.  The day we took an innocent trip to 
the fair and chanced upon Dinari’s Hall of Mirrors. 

 
Alternatively, think about mirrors in fairtytales.  Snow White 
(Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the fairest of us all) uses a 
mirror brilliantly as a plot device.  Could you write a modern 
version of this fairy tale with maybe a mobile phone mirror app as 
the device?  Cinderella and her sisters need a mirror to see how 
they look for the ball.  In The Snow Queen Kay’s personality 
changes when he gets a shard of sorceror’s mirror in his eye.  Have 
a go at updating a fairytale.  You can aim it at adults or a new 
generation of kids.  The picture above, from the Disney film, shows 
how the wicked stepmother is not a beauty all the time but can 
transform herself into an archetypal witch – she is two people in 
one.  The idea of the dark side comes through strongly here! 

 

Technical Challenge – Fiction  - Using different media to tell a story 
And we mustn’t forget that vampires can’t be seen 
in mirrors, so maybe it’s time for a vampire story!  
Look at this extract below from Dracula, by Bram 
Stoker.  A mirror shows Jonathan Harker that he’s 
in trouble... "This time there could be no error, for 
the man was close to me, and I could see him over 
my shoulder. But there was no reflection of him in 
the mirror!"  
This novel is written as a series of letters and 
journal entries – could you do the same but with a 
modern twist using e-mails, tweets and facebook 
postings?  Your story can have any subject and the 
trick is to tell the story clearly even though there 
will be gaps due to the format.  A good way to do 

more showing and less telling! 
 

  



LIFEWRITING 
 
Think of three moments in your life when some kind of reflection has been important – this could be 
mirrors, the first time you looked at yourself and realised you were no longer or child, or the day you wore 
a fabulous outfit, perhaps the day you got married and saw yourself in your wedding dress or the day you 
realised you first needed to shave.  It could be a moment where you saw something beautiful reflected on 
water or where looking in a shop window caused a reaction, a need for something.  It could be that you are 
thinking about a film you went to see which featured mirrors, or a play.  It might be more psychological – 
perhaps you are a twin or a Gemini and would like to explore that.  Maybe you would like to write a piece 
of speculative memoir writing where you think about someone who looks like you but has a different life – 
this could be a version of you if perhaps you had made a different decision at a point in time, like Gwyneth 
Paltrow’s character in Sliding Doors.  Layer your text – don’t just tell it “straight”, add speculation, 
thoughts, associations. You may already have quite a few ideas from the materials gathering exercises at 
the beginning of the worksheet. 
 
As always with memoir writing, include dialogue and make sure you make the era and setting clear.  Write 
for a general reader who doesn’t know you and bring these pieces to vivid life. 
 
Technical Challenge: To make it more interesting, choose three instances of reflection from your life at 
different times. Instead of writing straight prose, write a letter to your younger self about this incident 
with hindsight from your current self and maybe some advice too, or speculation.  So, that’s three 
different letters, one for each memory. 
 

 
  



 

HOW TO WRITE A GHAZAL 

Traditional Urdu Ghazal Structure and Criteria 

 

 

Template 

 

-------------------------- A (x) 

-------------------------- B (x) 

 

-------------------------------- 

-------------------------- C (x) 

 

-------------------------------- 

-------------------------- D (x) 

 

-------------------------------- 

-------------------------- E (x) 

 

--------------(y)--------------- 

-------------------------- F (x) 

 

 

Example 

 

Ghazal 

 

Season slights of hand forsake the day 

Winter’s hands stealthily take the day 

 

Filling the light with witch hazel wine 

Spring’s hands slowly part, to make the day 

 

Kneading at time the clay oven cracks 

Summer’s hands lovingly bake the day 

 

Clutching corners of pressed cotton sheets 

Autumn’s hands violently shake the day 

 

Quartering time, love seasons in turn 

Move gently Winston to wake the day 

 

 

© Winston Plowes 2009 

 

 

  



Criteria 

 

1) The title of the poem is ‘Ghazal’. 

2) There are five or more couplets (Shers). 

3) The second line of each couplet ends with the same word (or string of words). This is the Refrain (Radif) ‘(x)’. ‘the 

day’ in the example. 

4) Each Radif is directly preceded by the Rhyme (Qafia) ‘A-F’. Forsake, take, make, bake etc in the example. 

5) The first sher (Matla) is special and has radif and Qafia in both of its lines. 

6) The last sher (Maqta) is also special and contains the poet’s signature (Takkhalus) (y). ‘Winston’ in the example. 

This can be an actual name, part of a name or a pen name and can appear anywhere in the Maqta. 

7) The meter (Behr) of the poem is consistent. Every line should have the same amount of syllables. Nine in the 

example. 

8) Each sher should be a poem in itself. There is no enjambment between the lines of each sher or direct connection 

between shers. 

9) Traditionally the subject of the whole poem is love and loss. 

 

This is a basic description of the criteria. There are many ghazals that do not exhibit all nine criteria and there are 

also different types of ghazal and variations within them.   Don’t feel you have to create a traditional Urdu ghazal 

and abide by all the rules – just have fun and see how far you get. It might be interesting to have “mirror” as your 

radif!  Or, if Roxroth’s poem doesn’t inspire any ghazal thoughts, how Auguste Tolmouche’s great painting , “Vanity”, 

below?! 

 

   

  

 



 


